Surround R: typical speaker and location
Located in the ceiling (under the lights) - four angles, position around the stage, cross the back, left, or in front.

Surround L: typical speaker and location
Located in lobby - Aimed straight up or aimed down, aimed towards the stage, not intended for off stage.

Monitor speaker mounted on back side of
false proscenium, and aimed up the
RODE shotgun mics: mounted behind the
4
projector screen.

Speakers L/M - EAW JF50
Stair R

Speakers R/S - Mackie Powered Speakers.

Cluster Speakers C/D

IEM with small speaker for music box

Typical fashion

Typical location - feeding G,H,I delays in

House L/R  Speakers A/B and E/F

Lights. 4

Projection screen. Depending on coverage,
we may want to raise it off the ground -

Stage front).

[Diagram of Christmas Carol Sound setup with speaker placements and locations marked]